INTRODUCTION
Consider Fuzzy Sets (FSs), denoted as Fuzzy ranking is a procedure that attempts order these FSs in an ascending or desce The importance of fuzzy ranking has been variety of application domains, e.g., decision data analysis [3] and risk assessment [4] . Ind ranking methods [1] - [11] , either for Type Interval Type-2 (IT2) FSs are available. How have a method that can always give a satisfa every situation [5] [6]; hence further research i A search in the recent literature reveals fuzzy ranking methods [6] - [9] , which complicated mathematical principles, have be an example, an interval and FS compariso probability and the Dempster-Shafer Theo proposed in [7] . A probability-based rankin fuzzy targets [1] [6] [8] was presented in [6] approach in [6] is limited to T1FSs. It a distinguish the ranking order of T1FSs conditions [8] . For these reasons, a likelihood with fuzzy targets was introduced [8] . Wu presented a fuzzy ranking method that is base of IT2FSs [9] . They suggested that an idea method should comply with six reasonable or [9] - [11] . However, their method cannot alwa the properties [9] . Even though the importa reasonable ordering properties is known, the not discussed in [6] - [8] .
In this paper, we propose a new meth synthesis of DST of evidence with probabilis [7] [12] and fuzzy targets, for ranking T1FSs a worth mentioning that the work in [7] Two important notations of DST are b plausibility ( ) [7] [12] . Belief measures th evidence in supporting a set of propositions [ plausibility measures the extent to whic disbelieve [13] .
DST of evidence with probabilistic proposed to allow two intervals to be compar two intervals, , and , w . Here, the focus is on the belief measures for . is a numb and one.
0 indicates that ther for . 1 indicates that t evidence for . is also a n zero and one.
0 indicates e conclusively.
=1 indicat against at all [12] .
Simplifying the findings in [7] , both plausibility measures for can be obtaine (12).
1)
If , then 
A. The ranking proceduce of T1FSs
The ranking order of T1FSs require Fig. 2 . The details are as follows: FSs denoted as (i.e., determined. Three fuzzy targe optimistic target (i.e., (i.e., ), and fuzzy pessi , ,
, as depi These fuzzy targets can be ma follows:
,
, - (14) where the e divided into m height of the FS
fuzzy targets are and t . In this exam and plausibility measures in conflicting ranking outcomes. This in many real world applications be (indicated by the belief and plausib in many situations. The belief and also be explained as a belief in , [7] . ranking outcomes can be solved model (TBM) [14] .
B. The ranking proceduce of IT2FS
The procedure in Fig. 2 can be upper and lower MFs of an IT Therefore, steps (1)- (5) Fig. 4 (a) 
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DIS
In this section, the examples in [8] [9] are the proposed ranking method for ranking T1F
A. T1FSs
An example from [8] is used, whereby t are depicted in Fig. 3 . In Table I, In Table I , row "Pessimistic" " " , " " , " " and " " indicate , resp the experimental results, the ranking (i.e., , , and ) for the fuzzy targets ( neutral and optimistic) is . 
B. IT2FSs
In this section, the fuzzy targe applied. Two IT2FSs, i.e., and ranked based on our proposed m follows: Tables III and IV summarize he fuzzy ranking outcomes measures, respectively. In Table III , row "Pessimistic" and column indicate and For the belief measure, the ranking order of for the fuzzy targets (i.e., pessimistic, neutra is similar, i.e., .
Again, in Table IV , row "Pessimistic " " and " " indicate and respectively. With the plausibility measure, t of FSs (i.e., , ) for the fuzzy targets ( neutral and optimistic) is . In short, the same fuzzy ranking outcome is obtained.
C. Discussion
In this section, the use of the belief an measures in fuzzy ranking in regards to the si [11] is analyzed. To ease the explanation, belief measure, whereby the resulting analysi the plausibility measure.
P1:
If and are true.
Then, 1 2 is true.
P2:
If and are true. 
P3:
If Ø , and is on the right of (or gr Then, is true.
P4:
The proposed method computes targets independently. As such, Hence, the order of and is not affecte under comparison.
P5:
If P5 is satisfied, i.e., if .
P6:
If P6 is satisfied, i.e., if .
P5 and P6 are further illustrated with an ex as shown in Fig. 7 5; 0.6 ,7; 0.6 2.5; 0.6 Fig. 7. (a) is the grey solid line curve an is the grey solid line curve and is the do is the grey solid line curve and is the grey solid line curve an curve (adopted from [9]) In this example, we modify o 0,10 , which are mathematically rep To analyze P5, columns " compared. From Table V, we obs for the three fuzzy targets; thus P P6, columns " " and " " are Table V , we observe that In short, the belief measure sa example.
VI. SUMM
In this paper, a new fuzzy ranki DST of evidence with fuzzy targ proposed method has been analyze and [9] . The results show that plausibility measures in fuzzy rank (or conflicting) outcomes. In addit 11] have also been investigated. measure, our proposed approach is With the example from [9] , our em P5 and P6 are satisfied too.
For future work, the belief and be explained as a belief interval, Table V . In " and " " are compared. for the three fuzzy " and " " are serve that P5 is satisfied. To analyze e compared. Again, from ; thus P6 is satisfied.
atisfies P5 and P6 in this MARY ing method that is based on gets is investigated. The ed with examples from [8] the use of the belief and king may produce different ion, six properties from [9-By focusing on the belief s able to satisfy P1 to P4. mpirical analysis shows that plausibility measures shall , and TBM [14] shall be adopted. Besides that, the use of the proposed approach in MFs with different shapes will be investigated. 
